SampleGISTICS™

Sample tracking without borders.
LabConnect provides an integrated
solution to the new world of
clinical trials — as science
evolves, we’re evolving the
technology to support it.

KEY FEATURES
• Real-time tracking from the point of collection
• V irtual accessioning for immediate
identification and faster resolution
of queries/issues
• Increased control of shipping logistics
and costs
• Multiple-user web access
• Customizable reports
• C
 hain-of-custody tracking increases
sample integrity
• Sample data integration

TECHNOLOGY
• Digital pen captures data at the point
of collection
• 21 CFR Part 11 compliant, data-capture
software and forms
• Customized sample tracking interface

Increasingly complex biomarker and other specialized
testing requirements present a significant challenge to
sample testing, logistics and storage. Drug development
today requires a comprehensive real-time grasp of exactly
what samples you have, where they are and how they are
collected, shipped, processed and stored.
LabConnect’s real-time tracking service follows your specimen samples
from collection through logistics to receipt at any lab or storage location in
the world. You not only have enhanced visibility of each individual sample, you
get an advanced virtual accessioning process and immediate query resolution,
improving efficiencies to help save you time and money.
Improved sample tracking reduces the time from collection to analysis
and enhances security and integrity of the sample throughout its life span.
LabConnect provides an integrated solution to the new world of clinical
trials — as science evolves, we’re evolving the technology to support it.

SampleGISTICS™ (cont.)
CASE STUDY
A LabConnect client needed questions answered about his samples to make
decisions regarding the company’s protocol.

Issue
The existing central laboratory could not answer his questions:
• How many samples are available of all 13 sample types?
• How are the samples distributed between the six lab locations?
• How has each sample been processed?
• What percentage of samples have been analyzed by the six locations?
• Where is the data from the six different labs?

Solution
LabConnect’s sample tracking
database lets you know where
each sample is in real time, from
the investigator site, during transit
and after arrival at the lab.

LabConnect’s sample tracking database lets you know where each sample is
in real-time, from the investigator site, during transit and after arrival at the
lab. Because samples are assigned a unique number during accessioning,
a comprehensive set of data can be associated with each sample, including:
• Date and time collected, received, analyzed
• Dosage
• Indication
• Tumor type
• Volume
• Freeze/thaw cycles
• Processing conditions
• Storage conditions
• Results
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Central Lab Services

Specialized Testing

Founded in 2002, LabConnect provides global central laboratory services including
routine and esoteric laboratory testing, kit building, sample management, biorepository
and scientific support services for biopharmaceutical and CRO clients. LabConnect’s
unique combination of state-of-the-art technology, world-class laboratories, easy
access to emerging markets and extensive specialized testing expertise means
the drug development industry can rely on a single provider for all of their central
laboratory service needs.
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